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Linda Burton

100 Years
of Women Voting!
Kristie Rock

I started this Christmas quilt two weeks before Christmas.
Kristie Rock

It incorporates 10 cross stitch Santas that I picked up at Kim Rodman’s garage sale. Quilted on my domestic.
Robin Joseph

Wall hanging with reproduction 1930s fabric and vintage buttons for the body. The ears are original 1930-1950 fabric. I made my own bunny pattern following the Stash Bandit/Diane Harris.
Robin Joseph

Placemat w/ same fabrics but colored vintage buttons. Both were easy for me and so fun to make!
Sara Chappell

“Scattered Pinwheels” using leftover striped scraps.
“Scattered Pinwheels”
I used a walking foot and serpentine stitch for the quilting.
Marilou Cavin

My March challenge was animal fabric I had for several years, and found a new block, Churn Dash, to try.
Marilou Cavin

Just used a meandering free quilting.
Marilou Cavin

I am making aprons using my brother Joe’s shirts. The pocket block is the Army Star, which was his service branch in the Vietnam War.
Marilou Cavin
It has been rewarding to use his shirts for family members to remember Joe. The aprons are reversible, and I love “making the fabric.”
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